
Trial Data Confirms SymTRX Yield Advantage
2018 Field Trial Data
Results from 2018 research continue to demonstrate strong performance and a positive return on invest-
ment. The average yield increases across corn, rice, cotton and canola trials using SymTRX was 5.0% when
SymTRX was used in a blend replacing AMS (ammonium sulfate).

In production agriculture, growers face many variables—both known and unknown. On the following
pages, we provide the results of our research over a wide variety of crops which consistently indicate the
high probability of a positive net income.

Historical Perspective
Initial studies in 2016 replaced 30% of the total nitrogen with SymTRX which resulted in more sulfur than
needed by the crop. Beginning in 2017, SymTRX was substituted for AMS which allowed for the measure-
ment of nitrogen and sulfur substitution. The results from this research compare the use of SymTRX vs.
AMS in a common nitrogen fertility program. AMS or SymTRX would normally be used in a blend with 
another nitrogen source to provide appropriate amounts of sulfur and nitrogen to the crop.

Field Trials Across the U.S. and Canada 
Since 2016, SymTRX has been used on over 750,000 acres of crop land. During this time, 19 university 
researchers and 23 private research firms have conducted trials representing 145 locations. In 2018, 
73 trials were conducted by university and private researchers.

Crop

Corn

Cotton

Rice

Canola

Locations

33

16

11

11

Avg. Yield
Advantage

        7.3 bu

     62.2 lbs

        7.1 bu

       2.3 bu

% Yield
Increase

3.8

5.2

4.2

7.9

Avg. Net
Revenue

       $18.71

      $36.35

      $29.00

      $20.56

Performance: SymTRX vs. AMS*

Profitability WITH performance

*SymTRX use rate: 100 to 150 lbs per acre.



Profitability WITH performance

Field trials since 2016
Research results compiled from work conducted by following University and private researchers.

University Researchers
Auburn University – Guertal                  Clemson University – Farmaha              Lakeland College – Perrott
Louisiana State – Harrell                        Michigan State – Steinke                        Mississippi State – Golden 
NDSU – Chatterjee                                  NDSU – Kalwar                                         NDSU – Robinson
NDSU – Teboh                                          Texas A & M – Lewis                                U of AR – Slaton
U of AZ – Sanchez                                    U of FL – Sartain                                       U of FL – Wright U of IL – Below 
U of KY – Lee                                            U of TN – Raper                                        Virginia Tech – Frame

Private Researchers 
ABG – IN and SD                                      Acres Research – IA                                 Ag Quest – MB
AgriTechnologies – NC                            AgroTech – ND                                          Buckeye Research – OH
AgroTech – ND                                         Buckeye Research – OH                          CropSmith – IL
Easton Research – IA                               Farming Smarter – AB                             Freedom Ag Research – FL
G & H Associates – AR                            ICMS – AB                                                 Indian Head Ag Foundation  – SK
KayJay Ag – ND                                         Midwest Research – NE                          New Era Technologies – MB
Pike Ag – IL                                                Real Farm – NE                                         Solum Valley Biosciences – MB
SynTech Research – IL & C                     Tidewater Agronomics – NC



C o r n
research  tr ials :  2017-2018  

Average Corn Yield
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SymTRX

213.1

205.8

Corn research trials conducted in 2017-18 across 33 locations showed 
an average of 7.3 bu/acre (3.8%) increase in yield compared to the use 
of ammonium sulfate (AMS) or urea. The use of SymTRX resulted in a
$18.71/acre higher net revenue.

75.8% of trials reported a positive net income.

SymTRX Yield Advantage
7.3 bu/acre (3.8%)

Added Net Revenue
$18.71/acre

Profitability WITH performance



C o t t o n
research  tr ials :  2016-2018

Average Cotton Yield
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1500

1480

1460

1440

1420

1400

1380

SymTRX

1460.2

1398.0

Cotton yields increased an average of 5.2% when substituting SymTRX
for urea or ammonium sulfate. The net revenue increase was
$36.35/acre.

75% of trials reported a positive net income.

Profitability WITH performance

SymTRX Yield Advantage
62.2 lbs/acre (5.2%)

Added Net Revenue
$36.35/acre



R I C E
research  tr ials :  2016-2018

Average Rice Yield
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SymTRX

190.1

183.0

SymTRX increased rice yields by an average of 7.1 bu/acre (4.2%)
when substituted for urea or ammonium sulfate. The net revenue 
increase was $29.00/acre.  

81.8% of trials reported a positive net income.

Profitability WITH performance

SymTRX Yield Advantage
7.1 bu/acre (4.2%)

Added Net Revenue
$29.00/acre



Average Canola Yield
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C A N O L A
research  tr ials :  2017-2018  

Research results on canola indicate a 7.9% increase in yield (2.3 bu/acre).
Net revenue increase was $20.56/acre.

81.8% of trials reported a positive net income.

Profitability WITH performance

SymTRX Yield Advantage
2.3 bu/acre (7.9%)

Added Net Revenue
$20.56/acre



Additional crop trials
SymTRX has also been evaluated on numerous crops including sugar beets, sugarcane, spring wheat,
winter wheat, soybeans, peanuts, pasture grass, tomatoes, peppers, lettuce, squash, onions, blueberries,
cabbage and citrus. We see similar performance results across the wide variety of crops tested whether
applied preplant, used as a starter, top dressed on an actively growing crop like pasture, blueberries or
citrus, or used as a basal fertilizer treatment under plastic on crops like peppers, lettuce and onions. As
an example, the SymTRX advantage over grower standard practice on tomatoes was 11.3% (2.3 tons/acre)
for tomatoes and a 7.5% (626.8 lbs/acre) increase in sugar beets. Testing continues in these crops to 
further validate the use of SymTRX in those grower programs.

Profitability WITH performance
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